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Abstract—The impact of programming biases, device scaling
and variation of technological parameters on channel initiated
secondary electron (CHISEL) programming performance of
scaled NOR Flash electrically erasable programmable read-only
memories (EEPROMs) is studied in detail. It is shown that
CHISEL operation offers faster programming for all bias conditions and remains highly efficient at lower biases compared to
conventional channel hot electron (CHE) operation. The physical
mechanism responsible for this behavior is explained using full
band Monte Carlo simulations. CHISEL programming efficiency
is shown to degrade with device scaling, and various technological
parameter optimization schemes required for its improvement
are explored. The resulting increase in drain disturbs is also
studied and the impact of technological parameter optimization
on the programming performance versus drain disturb tradeoff
is analyzed. It is shown that by judicious choice of technological
parameters the advantage of CHISEL programming can be
maintained for deeply scaled electrically erasable programmable
read-only memory (EEPROM) cells.
Index Terms—channel hot electron (CHE), channel initiated
secondary electron (CHISEL), device scaling, Flash electrically
erasable programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs), hot
carriers, monte carlo simulation, programming efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

HANNEL initiated secondary electron (CHISEL) injection has been shown to be an excellent programming
mechanism for NOR Flash electrically erasable programmable
read-only memories (EEPROMs) [1]–[5]. It relies on impact
ionization feedback, is activated by the application of a negative
, and provides high-energy electrons that get
substrate bias
injected into the floating gate (FG) over a spatially broader area
in the channel [1]–[9], as schematically shown in Fig. 1. When
compared against the conventional channel hot electron (CHE)
process [10], CHISEL injection provides lower voltage and
lower power operation for equivalent programming time
and faster
for equivalent programming power. CHISEL
injection also offers self-convergent programming leading to
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Fig. 1. Schematic of CHISEL injection mechanism. Channel electrons, heated
by lateral electric field create primary electron-hole pairs (EHP) by impact
ionization (M1). Primary holes flow to the substrate and in the presence of high
transverse electric field (due to negative substrate bias) create secondary EHP
by impact ionization (M2). The secondary electrons move toward the interface
and those having energy greater than 3.1 eV get injected into the FG [1]–[9].

excellent threshold voltage
control for large arrays with
minimum use of program verification and a unique recovery
procedure for over erased cells [1]–[5], [9], [11], [12] not
available under CHE programming [13].
From the reliability perspective, CHISEL programming has
endurance up to
shown good programmed and erased
program/erase cycles [14], [15]. Program/erase cycling and data
retention (after cycling) results obtained from large 32 Mbit arcontrol and over 10 years of charge rerays showed tight
tention [14]. It has been clearly demonstrated that CHISEL programming is free from anomalous bit failure through increased
disturbs, window closure or charge loss [14].
However to the best of our knowledge, to date there has been
no systematic study on CHISEL programming performance of
scaled Flash cells. The impact of programming biases and technological parameters on CHISEL programming efficiency of
scaled Flash cells remained unexplored. All the results reported
[7],
so far are either from cells having larger FG length
[8], [16], or from a particular technology and measured at restricted bias conditions [5]. Moreover, there have been very few
reports on the scaling properties of NOR Flash programming
using CHISEL injection, which has been shown to degrade at
values [5], [16], [17]. Although it has been suggested
lower
cells could be rethat CHISEL injection efficiency of lower
stored by proper optimization of technological parameters, the
cells [16], [17] or
reported results were either from large
from equivalent MOS transistors measured at a fixed gate and
drain bias [5]. The latter approach seriously questions the applicability of these results on real Flash EEPROMs, where the
changes from a high to low value during the
FG voltage
programming operation.
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The scope of this paper is twofold. First, we show the impact
and drain
biases on CHISEL
of control gate
cells. Second, we study
programming efficiency of short
scaling and variation in technological
the impact of
parameters [channel doping, source/drain (S/D) junction depth
and halo] on CHISEL programming efficiency of actual Flash
cells. We show that CHISEL programming always results
under any combination of
and
, while
in faster
can be achieved by using lower
and/or
identical
when compared against conventional CHE operation. The
possible physical mechanisms responsible for this behavior
are identified using full band Monte-Carlo device simulations.
It is shown that CHISEL programming efficiency degrades at
, consistent with earlier reports [5], [16], [17]. Based
lower
on the results of [5], the transverse electric field
and CHISEL programming efficiency are increased by the
following ways:
1) heavier channel doping
2) shallower S/D junction and
3) halo implants.
also increases drain disturbs
However, an increase in
[18]. The tradeoff between increase in CHISEL programming
efficiency and decrease in program/disturb margin is investigated in detail. We show that by judicious choice of technological parameters the advantage of CHISEL programming can be
is scaled.
maintained as
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Fig. 2. Threshold voltage as a function of FG length for different doping
optimization schemes (Type A through D). Measurements were performed on
equivalent floating-gate contacted devices. V was defined as V required to
have I = 5 A at V = 0:8 V .
TABLE I
THE DRAIN CURRENT AND INJECTION EFFICIENCY OF 0.26 m TYPE A, B,
C, AND D FLASH CELLS UNDER CHE AND CHISEL OPERATION. THE
AND V OF 5 AND 3.7 V, RESPECTIVELY. THE
DATA IS SHOWN FOR V
DRAIN AND GATE CURRENTS ARE MEASURED ON EQUIVALENT FLOATING
GATE-CONTACTED DEVICES

II. EXPERIMENTAL
The devices used in this work were designed on a
state-of-the-art 0.18 m triple well process featuring advanced modules such as shallow trench isolation (STI) and
self-aligned S/D contacts leading to highly scaled cell area of
about 0.45 m . Measurements were performed on isolated,
of 0.17 m through 0.34
fully scaled Flash cells having
m, width (W) of 0.3 m, tunnel oxide
and oxide–nitride–oxide interpoly-dielectric (ONO IPD) thickness of 12 and
of about 0.6. Four
20 nm, respectively and a gate coupling
types of cell doping schemes were used to study the impact
of technological parameters; A) low channel doping, no halo
implant and high S/D junction depth (90 nm); B) high channel
doping, no halo implant and high S/D junction depth; C) high
channel doping, no halo implant and low S/D junction depth
(65 nm) and; D) low channel doping, halo implant and high S/D
as a function of
for all
junction depth. Fig. 2 shows the
the above doping schemes, measured on identical FG contacted
devices having no IPD and control gate. Table I shows the drain
current and injection efficiency of type A through D cells under
CHE and CHISEL operation. Note that all cells show lower
drain current and higher injection efficiency under CHISEL
programming operation.
and
) were
The bias dependent studies (impact of
of 0.26 m. The
-depenperformed on cells having
dent studies (impact of scaling and technological parameters)
and
of 8 and
were performed on type B cells with
3.7 V, respectively. CHISEL programming was performed at
. For comparison (programming efficiency, imscaling), CHE programpact of programming biases and

ming was performed at
. The source was always
grounded during CHE and CHISEL programming and erase.
. The efUniform channel erase was done at
ficiency optimization of scaled cells (by variation of technological parameters) was done for CHISEL operation only. Efficiency optimization for CHE programming is beyond the scope
of the present paper.
m FG conSimulations were performed on
tacted device having structure and doping profile identical to
the measured cell. The structure and doping was obtained from
a well-calibrated process simulation, whose output was used as
the basis for device simulation. After obtaining the electrostatic
potential distribution of the device from drift-diffusion simulation, hot-carrier simulations were performed using SMC, a
physics based full band Monte Carlo simulator [9]. The sim, substrate
and gate
currents are in
ulated drain
good agreement with the measured data.
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Threshold voltage transients of a L
= 0:26 m cell under CHE
and CHISEL programming operation as a function of (a) V (V
fixed at 3.7
V) and (b) V
(V fixed at 8 V). V was defined as V
required to have
I = 5 A at V = 0:8 V.

Fig. 4. (a) Control gate bias required to obtain a given programming time
under CHE and CHISEL operation. (b) Control gate bias required for a given
drain bias to achieve a programming time of 3 s under CHE and CHISEL
= 0:26 m Flash cell for
operation. Measurements were done on a L
different sets of V values. T was calculated for a 3.5 V program V shift.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

is reached and the saturation sets earlier in time when faster
.On the other
programming is achieved by applying higher
hand, for CHISEL operation this saturation takes place at
. Therefore, using CHISEL, higher programmed
higher
level can be achieved at a much faster
compared to CHE
saturation
programming. The physical phenomenon behind
is explained later in this subsection.
required to achieve a given
( shift
Fig. 4(a) shows
under CHE and CHISEL operation. It
of 3.5 V) at different
is clearly evident that compared to CHE, CHISEL programming
at any given combination of
and
, while
offers faster
is realized with lower
and/or
. To get a better
a given
understanding of CHISEL low-voltage operation,Fig. 4(b) shows
requiredforagiven
toachievea of3 s underCHEand
CHISEL operation. Compared to CHE at any given , CHISEL
to realize identical
. The difference berequires lower
under CHE and CHISEL operation increases
tween required
is decreased. It is therefore evident from the above results
as
and/or
that CHISEL programming remains efficient (low
requirement) even for small
cells. Note that higher
increases power consumption (varies as square of
), while
accelerates drain disturbs and cycling induced degrahigher
dation. These effects get aggravated as the cells are scaled. There-

A. Effect of Programming Biases
All the results reported in this section are from type
m cells. The behavior of other type of cells (A, C and D)
are similar in nature.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the CHE and CHISEL programming
(
constant) and
(
transients under different
constant) respectively. For any combination of
and
,
CHISEL always shows faster programming compared to CHE
operation. This observation is consistent with previous results
cell and over a
[1]–[9], but verified here on a smaller
, the programming
wide range of bias choices. For a given
slow down
transients measured under low to moderate
(saturate) at longer times. Though present under CHISEL
), this effect is more prooperation (at relatively lower
is used.
nounced under CHE operation unless very high
and/or
Therefore, CHE programming requires higher
to attain a given
shift in a given time compared to
, CHE
CHISEL programming. Furthermore, at constant
is used
programming transient is faster initially when higher
but it saturates at longer times. In general, the programming
transients start to slow down when a particular program
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Fig. 5. FG voltage transients of a L
= 0:26 m cell under CHE and
CHISEL programming operation. V was calculated from measured program
V transients as a function of V (V fixed at 3.7 V) and V (V fixed at
8 V).

fore, CHISEL operation is a better option for low power programming of scaled NOR Flash EEPROMs.
We now explain the physical mechanism responsible for efand
saturation
ficient CHISEL programming at low
under CfHE and CHISEL operation. As a first step it is necesduring programming, which is calculated
sary to estimate
using the following formula [10]:

(1)
is the change in threshold voltage during
where
of the cell,
is the
programming from natural
average surface potential during programming (obtained from
is the capacitance of IPD and
device simulation),
is the total capacitance. The values of coupling coefficients
used for the calculation are 0.6, 0.05,
is calculated
0.05 and 0.3 respectively. The value of
is calculated by
by sub-threshold slope technique [19].
with
for equivalent
and
measuring the change in
using the following formula:
(2)
and after extracting

,

is calculated as follows:
(3)

transients during CHE and
Fig. 5 shows the calculated
and
CHISEL programming under different
. Since
, electron injection
, and the reduction is
into FG during programming reduces
or higher
.
faster for faster programming under higher
,
drops down to a very low
However since
(low and moderate
),
value for programming at higher
but always remains higher when programming is performed at
(any
value).
higher
on hot electron density (having
Fig. 6 shows the effect of
) distribution, simulated at the interface
energy
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Fig. 6. Hot (E > 3:1 eV) electron density distribution along the channel,
simulated near the interface of a L
= 0:26 m FG-contacted device under
CHE and CHISEL operation. The point in the channel where E
changes
sign is shown by dotted line. Electron injection area is on the left of the dotted
> 0).
line (E

and along the channel of a FG contacted device under CHE and
CHISEL operation. The origin was chosen at FG edge near the
m. It
drain, and the drain junction is located at about
, CHISEL
can be observed that under both high and low
operation broadens the hot electron distribution profile by increasing the hot electron density mainly in the channel region.
point in
The dotted line in Fig. 6 represents the
and
,
region
the channel. For a given
is toward the center of channel (left of the dotted line) and
region is toward the drain junction (right of the
dotted line). Note that hot electrons injected from the portion
reach FG and contribute to
of channel having
shift during programming. As programming continues,
drops and the
point moves toward the center of
the channel. Therefore, hot electron density in the
region reduces which slows down the programming transient
, sufficient hot electron density exists
(saturation). At high
region for both CHE and CHISEL operain the
tion. Therefore both CHE and CHISEL operation remain effi. On the other hand at low
, hot electron
cient at high
region is much higher for CHISEL
density in the
compared to CHE operation. Therefore unlike CHE operation,
does not slow down
CHISEL programming at moderate
, there is more electron injection
at longer times. At higher
at a
during the initial period of programming. This reduces
saturation. However, since
much faster rate and cause early
region is much higher
hot electron density in the
saturation takes
for CHISEL compared to CHE operation,
for the former compared to the latter.
place at higher
B. Effect of

Scaling

scaling on CHE and CHISEL
Fig. 7 shows the impact of
programming performance of type B cells. Fig. 7(a) shows
(for
shift of 3.5 V) as a function of
at a constant
and
. Fig. 7(b) shows the
required to achieve
s (at
) as a function of
. Compared to CHE, CHISEL
and
for all
values
programming always shows lower
used in this study. For both CHE and CHISEL programming,
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Fig. 8. Effect of control gate and drain bias on programming time for L
=
0:26 m type A, B, C, and D cells under CHISEL operation. T was calculated
for a 3.5 V program V shift as a function of V
(V fixed at 3.7 V) and V
(V
fixed at 8 V).

Fig. 7. Effect of FG length scaling on (a) programming time at V =V =
8=3:7 V and (b) drain bias required for T = 3 s at V = 8 V under CHE
and CHISEL operation. T was calculated for a 3.5 V program V shift.

(at fixed
,
) and
(at fixed
,
) reduce with
. However the rate of reduction is lower for
decrease in
CHISEL programming, which shows a turn around at smaller
values. The reduction of CHISEL programming efficiency
cells is consistent with previous results [5], [16],
at small
[17].
C. Effect of Technology Parameters
Note that CHISEL programming efficiency is determined
by secondary impact ionization, which in-turn is governed
near the drain junction [1]–[9]. As
is scaled
by
(keeping all other cell parameters constant), short-channel
, secondary
effect (SCE) comes into play that reduces
impact ionization and CHISEL programming efficiency [5],
[16], [17]. Therefore to restore CHISEL programming efficells it is necessary to increase
near
ciency at short
the drain junction. As mentioned in Section II, four different
(A, B, C, and D) types of cells were fabricated to study the
impact of technological parameters on CHISEL programming
efficiency. Compared to type A cells, type B cells have higher
channel implant, type C cells have higher channel implant and
shallower S/D junction while type D cells have halo doping
around the S/D junction. Therefore, compared to type A cells,
the doping around the S/D junction of all the other (type B,
C and D) cells are made more abrupt, which will give rise to
under identical
and
during programming
higher
operation.
as a function of
and
measured under
Fig. 8 shows
m type A through D
CHISEL programming of
and
type D
cells. As shown, for any combination of
while type C cells show faster
cells (halo) show fastest
compared to type A and B cells (type A through C do not have
(type D versus type C
halo). Note that the improvement in
but insensiversus type B versus type A) is more at higher
.
tive to changes in

Fig. 9. Programming time as a function of FG length for type A, B, C, D Flash
cells under CHISEL operation at V =V = 8=3:7 V . T was calculated for
a 3.5 V program V shift.

Fig. 9 shows
of type A through D cells as a function of
, obtained under CHISEL operation at a fixed
and
.
As shown, the programming efficiency is improved and no
turn around is seen at smaller
cells optimized with higher
channel doping and lower S/D junction depth (type C). However, maximum improvement is achieved for halo implantation
versus
slope when
(type D), which shows the steepest
compared to other (type A through C) optimized cells.
D. Impact of Technological Parameters on Drain Disturb
Drain disturb is an important concern for CHISEL operation. This is due to higher voltage drop across the drain juncthat increases band-to-band tunneling (BBT)
tion
and a generation of hot electrons and hot holes [5], [18]. Injection of hot electrons or hot holes into the FG cause charge gain
(in erased cell) or charge loss (in programmed cell) respectively.
All the parameter optimization (higher channel doping, halo implant, smaller S/D junction depth) required to improve CHISEL
cells also results in higher
programming efficiency of small
and therefore higher drain disturb.
and
Table II shows the junction breakdown voltage
) for
leakage current (in programmed state at maximum
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TABLE II
THE JUNCTION BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE AND LEAKAGE CURRENT (IN
PROGRAMMED STATE WITH V = 5:4 V AND MAXIMUM V ) FOR
0.26 m TYPE A, B, C AND D FLASH CELLS. MEASUREMENTS WERE
PERFORMED ON EQUIVALENT FLOATING GATE-CONTACTED DEVICES.
I IS MEASURED FOR V OF 2 V

0

Fig. 11. Program/disturb margin as a function of FG length for type A, B,
C, D Flash cells under CHISEL operation at V =V = 8=3:7 V. T was
calculated for a 3.5 V program V shift. T was calculated for a 0.1 V V
shift.

Fig. 10. Disturb time as a function of programming time for L
= 0:26 m
type A, B, C, D Flash cells under CHISEL operation. T was calculated for a
3.5 V program V shift. T was calculated for a 0.1 V V shift.

m type A, B, C, and D cells. The consistent
from type A to D cells is expected due to the
decrease in
increase in the abruptness of the S/D junction. However for
is well above maximum
used in
all the cells,
, the
this study. Due to this margin in applied voltage to
junction leakage current is also within tolerable limits.
as a function of
Fig. 10 shows the disturb time
(achieved by varying
) for
m type A, B,
is defined as the time required for a
C, and D cells.
change of 0.1 V during charge gain drain disturb measurements
,
[5], [18]. When compared to type A cells under constant
decreases by 1.5 orders of magnitude for type C cells
and by over two orders of magnitude for type D cells. It is
important to note that the changes in technological parameters,
which causes maximum increase of programming efficiency
), also causes maximum increase in drain disturb
(fastest
). This is expected since both
and
under
(lowest
. However,
CHISEL programming is proportional to
is worst for type D cells compared
the degradation in
to type B and C cells. This is because halo implantation makes
the S/D junction very abrupt, which increases BBT and hence
much more than other cells. Therefore, CHISEL
reduces

efficiency optimization has to be performed by keeping the
under acceptable limits.
program/disturb margin
as a function of
for type A, B, C,
Fig. 11 shows
,
and D cells. When compared to type A cells for a given
degrades for type B and C cells and even more for type
is largely inD cells. For no-halo (type A, B and C) cells,
decreases with decrease in
, therefore
sensitive while
increases with decreases in
. Note that the
turn around at lower
for type A and B cells is due to the
as shown in Fig. 7. On the other hand for
turn around in
halo (type D) cells there is not much improvement in
as
is decreased. Therefore, though halo implantation is a
better option for improving CHISEL programming efficiency
cells, it comes with a penalty of much degraded
for smaller
program/disturb margin. Note that the worst-case program/dis–
(depending on
turb margin should be in the range of
number of cells/bit line, cycling requirements, etc.), larger than
that obtainable with halo cells. On the other hand, CHISEL
programming efficiency improvement by using higher channel
doping and lower S/D junction depth seems to be a better option since it also keeps program/disturb margin within reasoncells.
able limits especially at smaller
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have studied the effect of control gate
and drain
biases, FG length
and technological parameters (channel doping, halo implant, S/D junction depth) on CHISEL programming efficiency of NOR Flash
EEPROM cells.
at
CHISEL operation offers faster programming time
and requires lower
and/or
an identical bias
for similar
when compared against conventional CHE operation. This higher programming efficiency of CHISEL operacells and over a wide range
tion has been verified on small
of bias choices. Using full band Monte-Carlo simulations we
show that CHISEL operation results in a broader hot electron
distribution profile, which can explain the higher efficiency of
and
CHISEL programming at lower biases. The lower
requirement for CHISEL operation makes it an ideal low-power,
reliable programming scheme for NOR Flash EEPROMs.
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Consistent with previous reports, CHISEL programming efcells. Suitable techficiency is shown to reduce for smaller
nology parameters are modified (increased channel doping, decreased S/D junction depth or added halo implant) to improve
cells. However, all
the programming efficiency of smaller
these parameter changes are shown to increase drain disturb
and degrade program/disturb margin. It is shown that the improvement in CHISEL programming efficiency at smaller
is highest for halo-implanted cells but it also suffers from severe
reduction in program/disturb margin. However, nonhalo cells
having higher channel doping and lower S/D junction depth
offers good improvement in CHISEL programming efficiency
without severely degrading the program/disturb margin especells. We conclude that by judicious
cially for smaller
choice of technological parameters high CHISEL programming
cells.
efficiency can be maintained for smaller
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